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After the Piper J-4 Cub Coupe project, I became involved in a couple of other modeling projects and
it wasn’t until early 2014 that I started thinking about a second small to medium size electric powered
R/C scale model of a vintage aircraft, but which one?
I used to always go to the “Picture Show” on Saturday afternoon when I was a young boy and looked
forward to every episode of the particular “Serial” that happened to be playing. It was in one of these
serials that I saw my first WACO cabin biplane similar to the one below in a jungle serial with Johnny
Wessmuller playing Tarzan. As I remember some guys were working the WACO’s engine problem in a
clearing in the jungle and Tarzan was bringing them cans of gasoline so they could takeoff. It is kind of
funny, but I never forgot the image of that beautiful cabin biplane sitting in there jungle clearing.

1938 WACO EGC-8

I began to search for either a set of plans or a 3-View drawing of a WACO cabin biplane similar to the
one above. I never did find exactly the plan I was looking for, but I did locate a set of Model Builder full
size plans for a 40” WACO SRE shown below, which I decided to use for the new WACO project.
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This is a rear view of the WACO model’s structure after it was completed including the installation of
the electrical power train and radio equipment.

Here you see the a trial fitting of the windscreen’s paper pattern on the cockpit structure. As you can
clearly tell, the Zinger 10 X 5 wooded prop will significantly detracts from the model’s scale effect.
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The actual prop used on the WACO SRE radial engine was made by Hamilton Standard as seen in the
picture below.

Therefore, a more scale looking prop was needed to complement the scale appearance of the Waco SRE
model. So the 10 X 5 Zinger wooden prop was cut down and reshaped to reduce the hub diameter to 5/8”,
thin down the width of the blades, and the tips rounded off as shown below.

In addition, some of the Waco SRE’s were fitted with a large dome spinner as shown below.
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So I had the Dallas machinist I use (Charles Doyle) fabricate the aluminum dome spinner shown below for
me.

The reshaped wooden prop was painted silver and Callie Graphics made the Hamilton Standard prop
decals for me. The simulated Hamilton Standard prop with dome spinner is shown below.

The three pictures below show the 1947 WACO SRE Cabin Biplane that was finished on October 2, 2014.
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This picture was taken to show you a close up of both the scale looking prop and complex windscreen.

This side view shows off the black and white trim on the red silk covering.
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PROJECT
Duration:

7 Months to Completion on 10/2/14

Designer:

George Clapp

Plans:

Rubber Model in Bill Northrop’s Model Builder

Graphics:

Callie Graphics

NC No.:

AMA 71698

Spinner:

Charles Doyle Dallas Machinist

Covering:

Red Silk over Polyspan Lite

Finish:

Randolph’s Nitrate Dope

· 3 Coats Wood (50D/50T)
· 3 Coats Polyspan Lite (33D/67T)
· 5 Coats Red Silk 33D/67T)

Trim:

Tamiya Flat Black Acrylic with SIG White Striping Tape

Windscreen: 0.005” Dura-Lar
Wheels:

2 in. GWS Light Foam

EQUIPMENT
Motor:

AXI 2217/12 Outrunner Motor (KV 1380)

ESC:

eRC 25 Amp with BEC

Battery:

Thunder Power 2100 mAh 2S G8 25C Pro Lite LiPo

Scale Prop: Modified 10 X 5 Wooden Zinger
Flight Prop: 9 X 4.5e or 10 X 5e APC
Receiver:

Futaba 7Channel FASST 2.4GHz R617FS

Servos:

Hitec HS-55

BALANCE POINT
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SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: …………………. 23.53oz (667 grams)

Wing Area: ………………363.71 sq. in. = (243.37 + 120.34)
Wing Loading: …………...9.32 oz/sq. ft.
CG: ……………………… 35.26% = 100(6.75 - 4.37)/6.75
Fuselage Length: ………...32.81 in. (Spinner to end of Rudder)

Top Wing Span: ………...39.30 in.
Top Wing Chord: ……….6.75 in.
Top Wing Area: …………243.37 sq.in.
Bottom Wing Span: ……..27.20 in.
Bottom Wing Chord: ……4.70 in.
Bottom Wing Area: ……...120.34 sq.in.

The WACO model has not been flown to date for two reasons. It is not clear how to grasp the model to
hand launch it with the landing gear and bottom wing in the way. In addition, I have no access to a hard
surface runway for taking the model off. So far now, it hangs on the model room wall waiting for its
future maiden flight.
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There is a third and final electric powered R/C scale model project of a vintage aircraft that will be
presented in the forthcoming Part 3…………………Tandy
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